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ABSTRACT
Exile is one of the central motifs of the 20 th century European culture and
literature; it is closely related to the historical events throughout this century and
especially those related to World War II. In the culture of East Central Europe,
the phenomenon of exile has been greatly determined by the context of socialism
and post-socialist transformations that caused several waves of emigration from
this part of Europe to the West or other parts of the world. It is interesting to
compare cultures of East Central Europe, the historical situations of which both
during World War II and after the collapse of socialism were different, e.g.
Latvian and ex-Yugoslavian ones. In Latvia, exile is basically related to the
emigration of a great part of the population in the 1940s and the issue of their
possible return to the renewed Republic of Latvia in the early 1990s, whereas the
countries of the former Yugoslavia experienced a new wave of emigration as a
result of the Balkan War in the 1990s.
Exile has been regarded by a great number of the 20 th century philosophers,
theorists, and scholars of diverse branches of studies. An important aspect of this
complex phenomenon has been studied by psychoanalytical theorists. According
to the French poststructuralist feminist theorist Julia Kristeva, the state of exile as
a socio-cultural phenomenon reflects the inner schisms of subjectivity,
particularly those of a feminine subject. Hence, exile/stranger/foreigner is an
essential model of the contemporary subject and exile turns from a particular
geographical and political phenomenon into a major symbol of modern European
culture.
The pre
subjective world experience in the works by the Yugoslav writer Dubravka
1996) and Latvian émigré author Margita
Latvian, 1998). Both authors relate the sense of exile to identity problems,
personal and culture memory as well as loss. The article focuses on the issues of
loss and memory as essential elements of the narrative of exile revealed by the
metaphors of photograph and museum. Notwithstanding the differences of their
historical situations, exile as the subjective experience reveals similar features in
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provides a melancholic narrative of confession; both authors use photographs to
private memory, w
subjectivity.
Keywords: exile, subjectivity, feminine, memory, narrative

INTRODUCTION
Exile as a landmark of twentieth-century European culture permeates all
twentieth-century history, especially in relation to both world wars and the
existence of totalitarian systems. Also in the 1990s there was a great wave of
emigration from the former Yugoslavia caused by the war in the Balkans, as well
as economic migration from East European countries to the West. The motif of
exile is essential for the twentieth-century European literature that brings out its
philosophical and political, biographical and psychological aspects.
Notwithstanding the diversity of historical, political, economic factors in the 20 th
century emigration waves, exile is referred to as a universal phenomenon, a
characteristics of human existential state and world feeling. In recent decades, the
sense of exile is often related to particular groups and communities occupying a
marginal or subjected position in the overall social and culture sphere in relation
to other groups or communities. Feminist theorists interpret woman as an exile in
patriarchal culture that will always remain foreign and even hostile for her. The
postcolonial context marks a double sense of exile when a person has alienated
from his/her country of origin and does not feel connected to the culture of the
land of settlement. According to the views of psychoanalysis, exile projects the
feminist theorist Julia Kristeva, exile characterizes the situation of a subject,
Kristeva analyzes
the category of stranger/foreigner/other, pointing out that in the contemporary
global world it makes no sense to singl
as an individual or a group
according to national, religious, political, or any other principle. It is rather that
are to be accepted learning to live with others as
, avoiding the expulsion of a stranger but accepting that first and foremost
in oneself.
The present paper is focused on the analysis of texts by two writers
produced in the 1990s that reveal exile
d feeling.
Jugo
Europe in 1
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where the author provides a critical insight into the events related to the break-up
of Yugoslavia, rise of national states in this region, and the Balkan war that
showed that mass violence and genocide for the sake of national or religious
values have not remained in the past but reflect contemporary European mentality,
despite any lessons of history. The nightmare of history may manifest at any
moment and at any place, and it is so pa
writer feels she has lost forever (Yugoslavia) and that will always be alien to her
(Croatia). Belonging to a particular country and culture is an intrinsic aspect of
on painful and traumatic identity problems where personal has merged with the
political and historical revealing what she considers to be an intellectual
in a complicated historical epoch. [5]

nths, in July 1944, was taken by
her aunt from Latvia to Germany by, as it turned out, the last train from Jelgava;
her mother did not manage to follow them and remained forever separated from
her daughter. The writer returned to Latvia in the early 1990s, after the country
had
depicts her experience of
exile drawn from her childhood memories of living in refugee camps in Germany,
lengthy wanderings, and sense of alienation accompanied by agonizing search for
oneself as the grown-up poet and writer. This experience is presented by way of
-revelation in letters to her dead mother. The
deeply personal, intimate character of the text arouses powerful resonance, thus
expressing the complex of intricate traumatic feelings that make up the sense of
exile.

relatives, friends, traditions, customs, native language
these are not just
geographical and sociobelonging that may create security and inner balance, a stable system of reference
for regulating various processes of psychological and social life. From the
position of psychoanalysis, loss is an intrinsic precondition of subject formation;
its working out and feelings that accompany this process (fear, guilt, sorrow, etc.)
ncrete form: the
lost Yugoslavia is like the sunk Atlantis that is not recoverable and along with
which a certain cultural and political model has been lost that the author, unlike
many of her compatriots, treats as having been positive, whereby she receives
scathing criticism: she has been called a Balkan witch who has betrayed Croatian
national ideals and defends values that in the late 1990s look like remnants of
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national patriots of the newly formed Croatia and embarrassing colleagues from
the West. Refusing to accept the reset borders and fit into the newly created

of life writing, so
significant for the late twentieth century.
-layered
autodiegetic narrative with intertwining present and past perspectives. Present
in Berlin that has become her temporary home
wherefrom, as is hinted, her way will lead further. The past perspective is formed
by memories about life in the former Yugoslavia. The narration is fragmented,
without a unified plot line that is characteristic of contemporary
autobiographical writing. [4]
emories, reflections, conversations with
numerous people she met in the past and present, descriptions of objects and realia
present a kaleidoscopic picture in the present perspective highlighting
conceptually significant topics.
The sense of loss is
looking for something ... As though we
6]
Significantly, this feeling is vague; neither Kira nor the narrator states what
exactly has been lost yet it is clear that it determines their life. Kira likes to collect
pebbles on the beach and thread things Nani
Kira as if apologising for something, and smiles the pale smile of a convalescent.
6] Such threading may be referred to the
ry process of threading,
trying to make a united whole out of separate fragments is an attempt at working
out the sense of loss.
Thus, the seemingly concrete sense of the loss of the native land assumes
broader and vaguer form; in the course of the narration, it relates to the loss of
mother that is experienced as ambivalent feelings of bond and alienation as the
mother grows old and locks into her own world from which the daughter feels
being gradually expelled until her mother dies. The numerous episodic characters
of people met by the narrator in Berlin and during her travel bring out the
instability and contingency of human relations.
and native language form a united whole. Inta
in her study on
women writers in exile refers to this as a characteristic feature of depicting the
state of exile in texts by émigré writers and poetesses. In her opinion, this testifies
to the fact that physical exile is a climax of existential exile and expulsion from
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mother/child dyad and tearing away from maternal breast to continue later in a
symbolical way. [1]
as the traumatic
nucleus of the
sense of exile: it makes daughter an exile in the world,
the first word in the life of a
child and already foreign. My first word remains foreign to me. How shall I
learn Your language? By mother tongue that should have revealed the world to
me, I revealed the world as foreign.
Latvian mine S.M.) Letters to mother comprise an attempt, by addressing
mother, address on
so that Your languag
The communicative bond
with mother in the title of the work is a potential for a stable ground for the
-expression in language and text. Taking into
one might expect a story of return where home would celebrate victory over
foreign land, and sense of alienation would be replaced by belonging. However,
instead of such a story, the text comprises sketchy notes that are searching for a
topic of conversation, common points, true words. The conversation does not
just from
afar. Nowhere else is there such great inability to start a conversation as in letters.
Destructive, harmful lack of a dialogue. Words are never in time, but always late.
Yet, one needs to talk on, for silence not t
The tragic tone
simultaneous
striving and failure to reach out of the framework of the traumatic course of
history, detach her life story from the long resonance of the war that had placed
her and her mother on either side of the iron curtain. They remained isolated each
in her own camp of Europe divided by the Cold War, unable to reconnect. Inability
to renew a bond is a precondition of the split feminine subject. Besides, decentred
personal vision to the universal culture
situation of the twentieth century: her sense of exile is projected in exile as a basic
experience of this century, the shunting-yard of history referring to Czeslaw
Milosz, Hannah Arendt, Peter Weiss and other contemporary European writers,
thinkers, philosophers who have lost their place of origin and wandered off into
the world amidst the havoc of history.
, native land, native language remain out of
reach. Her attempts at tracking mo
projected in the sense of inner exile that does not vanish after returning home:
emain such for all our
External sense of exile is enhanced by inner alienation experienced by
the narrator as alienation from language in which she could express her experience
The schism has
Language failure is projected in the sense of creative
life but suddenly realize that I will never write it

These words reveal the
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dominant air in the twentieth-century writing with its search for new language,
new poetics that envisages discarding the old words and breaking the tradition.
Hence, the sense of exile is manifested as an agonizing but also creative state. It
contains struggle against muteness, death of language and its rebirth, agony of
creation in the literal sense.

THE DIALECTIC OF REMEMBERING AND FORGETTING
as in a dream, faces appear which he had forgotten, or perhaps had never met,
places which he is undoubtedly seeing for the first time, but that he feels he knows
6] Reconstruction of memories is a major element of any story
memory reconstruction
symbolizing this by photograph and museum that highlight the visual register of
memories, photograph pointing to the personal, while museum to collective or
cultural memory.
photographs and
6] Photographs, photography
albums constitute archives of personal memories that may be viewed, rearranged,
thus reviewing the past events, people, sensations in the present context. This is
an opportunity to oppose forgetting that threatens exiles blurring their past, origin,
who during the bombing of Sarajevo phoned his acquaintance and gave five
minutes to take out photo albums from his house listed as an object to be bombed:
life with the right to remembrance. Bare life and a few family photographs

]

had a fit of hysterical weeping aroused by the memories, mother bought photo
albums and arranged the photos in an order known to herself alone, thus taking
over the painful memories from the daughter and making her own stories of their
e albums,
surprised to find new episodes forgotten by her. She also makes, reads, and
rewrites her life story with her own photos. Viewing photos of a trip, the narrator
concludes that she remembers of this trip just what is seen in the pictures, while
the situations and people shown in many other photos are forgotten and cannot be
recalled. This means that memories cannot be captured even by such a seemingly
safe means as photography that is just a tool of memory and people remember and
forget according to mechanisms of their subjective life. One of them, in the
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The ultimate border of memory, like that of photography and autobiography,
is death. Reminder of what has been suffered, what is past, lived through in fact
is awareness of death, memories (like photography and autobiography) register
I would come across her leafing through her albums. Then she would close the
one
6] Being seriously sick, mother asks her
daughter to take her photo; the daughter anticipates that her mother thinks of this
as her last picture that she will leave to her children. The photo fails and the
mother recovers. The narrator has a similar experience: she describes her last
photo with her spouse before painful parting, that is a pretentious farewell kiss
shot in an airport photograph
. [6] Hence, photograph epitomizes
the paradox of the conjunction of presence and absence, past and present, life and
death. Reading and writing a memory story each time anew, it slips away and
vanishes from consciousness.
Yet total oblivion that would allow for complete
story,
drawing a line, and building a new sense of reality is not possible. There is a story
of a party thrown by the narrator with her friends of youth that is visited by angel
Alfred who presents a feather of oblivion from his wing to each woman except
the narrator. She reveals it at the end of the book as an important conceptual
emphasis: she is the one to bear the burden of memories because she chose the
road of exile. Other friends remained in the old life that now they can build anew.
In this way the author ironizes about the illusion of separating past from the
present and building a new identity pursued by people in the newly created
illusory lands. This context highlights the parallel of photography and
autobiography: they both reveal the necessity for and impossibility of
e former comes from a need to reconstruct reality, the latter
allows to make it up. The subject of exile is constantly carrying along this burden
in the heaviest possible way by way of loss. This is pointed out by Kristeva as
she writes that exile is an orphan who builds his/her new life in the foreign land
as a mausoleum to commemorate and worship the dead/lost. [3]
Concerning the reconstruction of memories, the narrator makes a specific use
of the metaphor of museum. Last chapter of the novel reveals the reason why the
narrator has chosen Berlin as the topos of the present perspective. It is a city of
. [6] Berlin is an important border that separated
Europe into western and eastern parts after World War II until it was lifted with
the demolition of Berlin Wall in 1989, thus it is a significant city in the history of
East Europe, the dramatic consequences of events there echoed in the life of the
narrator. In this context, special role is attributed to the Museum of Unconditional
Surrender of fascist Germany. It is highlighted in the title of the novel that until
last chapter may be perceived in a broader sense
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the f
produces a specifically ironic framework for interpreting the text. The ghastly
abandoned Museum of Unconditional Surrender, like the whole surrounding area
of the former headquarters of the Soviet army soldiers, reflects a wish to forget
the unpleasant historical testimony, build a new life, ignoring or even discarding
the previous experience. In the basement of the museum building there is a cafe
where refugees from former Yugoslavia who reside in the surrounding apartment
houses come together Serbs, Croatians, Bosnians. They are brought together by
their common history that, like this museum closed in 1994, has lost actuality and
is sinking into oblivion, while their compatriots are conflicting with one another
in the process of building their new historical identities. Visiting German History
museum, the narrator comes to a conclusion that Yugoslavs will never have a
museum like that because they themselves are museum exhibits, walking
be able to remember anything or everyone will be able to construct new reality
failure of memories
2].
Childhood landscapes being out of reach deny her the background for imagining
herself and thus gaining a dimension of depth. The narrator vaguely recalls the
never-ending journey, moving from place to place that makes the basis for her
2] She knows
Jelgava and Latvia
a mythical homeland as a
nowhere land, a border that may be crossed only once in 1944, forever leaving
mother, native town and homeland, never to regain all that
vanished, as if it had never been. And I am trying in vain to prove myself by these
2
extreme border of memory and draws parallels between death in exile and living
2] The final letter marks the
ng the fact of
2]
beyond which words have no more space, thought has no more power, that is the
closed door of the text.

CONCLUSION
Texts by both authors under study differ in various aspects. Firstly, the
being an adult person due to political changes in her country; for her it is a
premeditated and motivated action having complicated psychological
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decision concerns return to her native land that does not lift the sense of exile but
even aggravates it as the poet faces alienation from her own language and culture
as well as hardships in settling in the country that, on the one hand, is her native
land but, on the other, a strange environment. Secondly, the narrative modality
differs in both autho
-dimensional,
that help forming a broader vision of exile, highlighting in it the political,
historical, absurd, tragicomic,
sounds one voice and it provides a deeply personal viewpoint; this modality may
ements in the narrative
photographs, inserted stories, fragments from newspapers, etc., whereas the
in it is citations.
ts are united by a
alienation relate to the sense of loss; besides, both authors connect in it the loss of
. The authors
provide a similar interpretation of the significance of memory both personal and
cultural
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